The following changes were approved by the Three Campus Graduate Curriculum Committee on January 8, 2007:

1. **Minor Course Changes**
   
   a) Re-naming a course
   
   - **Master of Biotechnology**
     - BTC 1801H - from Biocontrols and Natural Products to Biotechnology and Corporations
     - BTC 1802H - from Biotechnology and Agriculture to Biotechnology of Agriculture and Natural Products
   
   - **Department of Geology**
     - GLG 1100Y - from Seminars in Geology to Seminars in Geology Y
     - GLG 1101H - from Seminars in Geology to Graduate Seminars in Geology
     - GLG 3602H - from Seminars in Geology to Seminars in Geology H
   
   - **Centre for Medieval Studies**
     - MST 3230H - from Law in Medieval Europe to The Common Law of Medieval Europe
     - MST 3235H - from Medieval Florence, 1150-1500 to Communal Florence, 1150-1500
   
   - **Department of Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations**
     - NMC 2173H - from Intellectuals of the Arab World to Intellectuals of the Modern Arab World
   
   - **Department of Philosophy**
     - PHL 3000H - from Teaching Philosophy to Professional Workshop
   
   - **Department and Centre for the Study of Religion**
     - RLG 2037H - from Religion and Healing to Religion, Medicine and Healing
   
   b) New Course Designator
   
   - **Centre for Comparative Literature**
     - COL 2250Y The Language of Poetry to JLE 2250Y
   
   - **Centre for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies** – all course designators to be changed to ERE

   c) Course Deletion
   
   - **Centre for Medieval Studies**
     - MST 1380H - Aelfric’s Catholic Homilies
     - MST 1381H - Homilies of the Vercelli Book
     - MST 1382H - Old English Hagiography, Mostly Aelfrician
     - MST 1383H - Old English Biblical Verse
     - MST 1425H - Medieval Magic: Predicting the Future and Influencing Events
     - MST 2035H - Celtic-Latin Literature
     - MST 2045H - Medieval Cosmology
     - MST 3107H - Classical Monsters in Early Medieval Context
     - MST 3123H - The Bible in Middle English
     - MST 3124H - Wycliffe and his Opponents
     - MST 3161H - European Literature and the Third Estate
MST 3261H - Cluny in the Central Middle Ages
MST 3320H - Thomistic Epistemology
MST 3340H - Imagination in Medieval Europe

2. Minor Program Changes

a) Course Weight Changes
   - Master of Biotechnology
     - BTC 2000 - Management of Innovation – Change from Y to H
   - Department of Cell and Systems Biology
     - ZOO 1502 - Molecular Entomology – Change from Y to H
   - Centre for Comparative Literature
     - COL 5048 - Uncanny Encounters – Change from Y to H
   - Department for Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations
     - NMC 2080 - Theory and Method in Middle Eastern Studies - Change form H to Y

b) New Courses
   - Master of Biotechnology
     - BTC 2003H - Principles of Marketing, Finance, and Accounting
   - Centre for Comparative Literature
     - COL 5062H - Prague School Semiotics of Drama, Theatre and Cinema in Contemporary Context
     - COL 5063Y - Praxis: Literature, Marxism, Psychoanalysis, Buddhism
     - COL 5064H - Medieval Literary Theory
     - COL 5065H - The Forms of Literature in the Age of Electricity
     - COL 5066H - Literature, Machine, and Empire
     - COL 5067H - Ruins
     - COL 5068Y - Traditions and Innovations of Epic Theatre from an Intercultural and Feminist Perspective
     - COL 5069H - Unknown Nation: the literature of utopia and gift
   - Department of Computer Science
     - CSC 2418H - Computational Structural Biology
     - CSC 2543H - Research Topics in XML Retrieval
     - CSC 4000 - MSc Research Project in Computer Science
   - Department of East Asian Studies
     - EAS 1379H - The History, Structure and Politics of the Hindi Language
     - EAS 1411H - Art and Archaeology of Early China
     - EAS 1412H - Special Topics in Archaeology of Ancient China
     - EAS 1427H - On Contingency and Capitalism
   - Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
     - ZOO 1459H - Introduction to theoretical population genetics
     - ZOO 1530H - Advanced Conservation Biology
     - ZOO 1535H - Practical Ecosystem Modelling Seminar
   - Department of English
     - ENG 1094H - Discourses of Vernacular Spirituality
     - ENG 1552H - Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde and Other Poems
     - ENG 1584H - The Plowman Tradition, 1360-1592
     - ENG 2003H - Early Modern Minds
     - ENG 2234H - The Early Modern Author
     - ENG 2534H - Shakespeare in Performance: 1660 to the present
- ENG 2794H - Staging and the Meaning of Early Modern Drama
- ENG 3338H - Satire and the Great Laughter Debate
- ENG 3703H - Richardson, Fielding, and the Novel
- ENG 4219H - Romantic Natures
- ENG 4669H - Nineteen-Century Romance
- ENG 5044H - Annexing the Mind: Representations of Madness in Canadian Literature
- ENG 5170H - American Realism and Reform
- ENG 5274H - American Autobiography in the Cold War
- ENG 5521H - The Modernists Debate
- ENG 5751H - Novelists and Terrorists
- ENG 5794H - New Canadian Fiction
- ENG 5806H - Conceptualizing South Asian Writing in English
- ENG 6054H - Construals of the Self: Autobiography in Africa and the Diaspora
- ENG 6056H - Ideologies
- ENG 6059H - Homework: Family, Labour and the Aesthetics of Panic
- ENG 6158H - Indigenous Literary Criticism: Genealogies, Conversations, Controversies
- ENG 6166H - Literary Biography
- ENG 6198H - Dark Passages: Film and the Geometry of Racial Imagination
- ENG 6525H - Postcolonial Poetry (African/Caribbean/South Asian)
- ENG 6529H - The Animal and the Human
- ENG 6951H - The Pragmatics of Writing Biographies

- Centre for Environment
  - ENV 1119H - Quantitative Environmental Analysis
  - ENV 1120H - The Dynamics of Contaminant Dispersal in Fluids

- Centre for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies
  - ERE 1194H - State and Society in Post-Soviet Central Asia
  - ERE 2001H - Gateway Pro-Seminar to European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies

- Department of French
  - FRE 1115H - L’accent étranger: phonétique et phonologie
  - FRE 1500H - François Villon
  - FRE 1601H - Histoires de l’homme : du début et à «la fin»
  - FRE 1700H - La place du spectateur : le discours moraliste entre Classicisme et Lumières
  - FRE 1902H - Theory and Practice of the French Novel from Constant to Flaubert
  - FRE 1912H - Sociabilités et socialités littéraires
  - FRE 2000H - L’éclatement de la poétique : poésie et roman du XXe siècle
  - FRE 2037H - Littérature et folie en Afrique
  - FRE 2080H - Le sujet en mouvement : postmoderne, migrant et transnational

- Department of Geography
  - JPH 1556H - Transportation Systems Analysis: An Exploration of Concepts, Methods, Applications, & Emerging Issues

- Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures
  - GER 1300H - Cultural History of the German Language

- Department of History
  - HIS 1235H - Histories in/of the Mediterranean: From Braudel to Post-Colonialism
  - HIS 1278H - The Holocaust and World War II
  - HIS 1289H - The Cold War Through its Archives
- HIS 1519H - Thinking of Diversity: Historical Perspectives on American and Canadian Pluralisms
- HIS 1522H - Topics in 20th Century U.S. History: Transnational Commodity Culture

Institute for History and Philosophy of Science and Technology
- HPS 1044H - Biology and Human Nature
- HPS 1104H - Topics in Philosophy of Science: Models, Truth, and Representation
- HPS 1105H - Philosophy of Medicine
- HPS 1107H - Topics in Philosophy of Science: Empiricism

Graduate Department of the History of Art
- FAH 1249H - Margaret of Austria and the Renaissance of the Netherlands
- FAH 1480H - Art Before and After Modernity
- FAH 1921H - GeoAesthetics: Nature, Landscape, and the Earth in Recent Art & Theory

Department of Italian
- ITA 1165H - Introduction to Italian Philology
- ITA 1755H - Italian Modernism

Department of Linguistics
- LIN 1041H - Introduction to Semantics

Centre for Medieval Studies
- MST 1115H - English Palaeography
- MST 1384H - The Exeter Book of Old English Verse
- MST 2039H - Saints, Monasteries, and Heretics in Medieval Brittany
- MST 2040H - Beginnings of Medieval Rhetoric and Poetics
- MST 3154H - British History in French: Wace, Brut
- MST 3155H - Chrétien de Troyes, Perceval
- MST 3156H - Charlemagne: Facts and Legends
- MST 3162H - Boccaccio and Chaucer
- MST 3204H - Marxism and Premodern History
- MST 3236H - The Papal Monarchy
- MST 3307H - Augustine in Transition
- MST 3322H - William of Ockham

Department of Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations
- NMC 1007Y - Akkadian Letters and Business Documents (Early Period)
- NMC 1314H - Law in Ancient Judaism
- NMC 1328H - Intertextuality: Tannaitic and Amoraic Literature
- NMC 1654H - Advanced Ancient Hebrew Grammar
- NMC 1655H - Comparative Semitics

Department of Political Science
- POL 2235H - Development, International Relations, Globalization: Through the Lens of a Gender
- POL 2260H - Security Ontology

Department and Centre for the Study of Religion
- RLG 3230H - Topics in Comparative Theology
- RLG 3446H - Causation, Movement and Time in Buddhist Scholastic Debate
- RLG 3460H - Basic Sanskrit Readings (1)
- RLG 3461H - Basic Sanskrit Readings (2)
- RLG 3514H - Topics in Persian Islamic Literature
- RLG 3520H - Disciplining Islam
- RLG 3522H - Dreams, Visions, and the Enlightenment
- RLG 3762H - Religion and Aesthetics in South Asia
  - Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
    - SLA 1113H - Language Standardization and the Politics of Identity in Southeastern Europe
    - SLA 1226H - Dostoevsky in literary theory and criticism
    - SLA 1228H - Themes in Russian Realism
  - Department of Statistics
    - STA 2050H - Mathematical Methods for Statistics
    - STA 2100H - Mathematical Methods for Statistics

c) Collaborative and Combine Curriculum Changes
  - Department of Classics to be added to the Master’s Degree Program in Women and Gender Studies

3. Program Initiatives and Major Program Changes

- Department of Computer Science
  - Replace the current M.Sc. thesis requirement with a research paper.

- Graduate Department of the History of Art
  - Department name change to the Graduate Department of Art

- Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  - Move the M.A. requirement of reading knowledge of French and German to the Ph.D.
  - Define more clearly the requirement for a second Slavic language for students majoring in literature. To the phrase “working knowledge,” add the definition: “(equivalent to a second year language course).” Applies to the M.A. and Ph.D. programs.
  - Add the requirement that MA students must take SLA1040H Methods of Teaching Slavic Languages.
  - Open the minor requirement to cognate disciplines by allowing students to construct a minor from two courses in fields such as Comparative Literature, Drama, Cinema Studies, History or Philosophy, with the consent of the department.